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FROM ART, TO SCIENCE

• Technology performance improves as they evolve from crafts to sciences.
• Craft paradigm…... Standard procedure paradigm ...... Automation paradigm
• Manufacturing: 1800  …. 1910 .... 1980
• Aviation 1915 ....   1950 .... 1980
• Medicine 1910 .....   2016 ..... ? 

• Health care “should use checklists, just like pilots do.”
In reality:
1. Pilots resisted checklists, even when use could save their lives. 
2. Checklists  per se were only part of the new flying paradigm
3. Sometimes more advanced (more scientific) methods perform worse.
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FIVE PARADIGMS FOR FLYING
OVER 100 YEARS

1920s Heroic Craft Flying             Pure sensorimotor skill 
1930s Rules + Instruments  Flying  Rules of thumb

1940s Standard Procedure Flying   SOPs+ Checklists + Numbers

1960s Automated Flying          Equations + electronics  
1980s Computer Integration         Digital + RT Optimization
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Bertrand Blanchard Acosta

[edit]

Bertrand Blanchard Acosta

Acosta circa 1927

Born January 1, 1895
San Diego, California

Died September 1, 1954 (aged 59)
Denver, Colorado

Resting
place

Portal of Folded Wings

Nationality American

Education Throop Polytechnic Institute

Occupation Aviator

Spouse Mary Louise Brumley (1886-
1962) (m. 1918–1920) 
Helen Belmont Pearsoll
(m. 1921–1954)

Children Bertina Dolores Acosta (1918-
1970) Saranto
Gloria Consuelo Acosta (born
1919)
Bertrand Blanchard Acosta, Jr.
(1922-1993)
Allyn Lee Acosta (1924-1997)

Parents Miguel Acosta
Martha Blanche Reilly

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bertrand Blanchard Acosta
(January 1, 1895 – September 1,
1954) was a record setting aviator.
With Clarence D. Chamberlin they set
an endurance record of 51 hours, 11
minutes, and 25 seconds in the air.
He later flew in the Spanish Civil War
in the Yankee Squadron.[1] He was
known as the Bad Boy of the Air.
He received numerous fines and
suspensions for flying stunts such as
flying under bridges or flying too close
to buildings.[2]
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Birth
Acosta was born in San Diego,
California to Miguel Acosta and
Martha Blanche Reilly.[3] He attended
the Throop Polytechnic Institute in
Pasadena, California from 1912 to
1914.[4]

He taught himself to fly in August 1910 and built experimental airplanes up until
1912 when he began work for Glenn Curtiss as an apprentice on a hydroplane
project. In 1915 he worked as a flying instructor. He went to Canada and worked
as an instructor for the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Naval Air Service in
Toronto. In 1917 he was appointed chief instructor, Aviation Section, U.S. Signal
Corps at Hazelhurst Field, Long Island.
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FIRST 2 PARADIGMS OF FLYING

• 1903 to 1928: Heroic Craft flying
• Control 100% on eye-hand skills
• No instruments 
• Learn by flying or dying
• Knowledge 95% tacit
• Trust your instincts
• If you crashed, you weren’t good 

enough.

• Air mail pilot technique when lost at 
night.

• 1928 to 1940: Rules + Instruments
• Key instruments (99% reliable)
• If instruments conflict with senses, 

believe the instruments!
• Learn by apprenticeship

• Knowledge 30% verbal/memory, 
65% tacit, 5% written.
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WHY INVENT STANDARD 
PROCEDURE FLYING FOR WW II?

• Big increase in aircraft complexity
• Oversights or errors  è Crashes

• 100x ramp in training rate
• Old = Training by apprenticeship  = too slow.  200  in  1937
• New = Training by “mass production methods”  80,000 in 1944
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Figure 5-16 Accident rates and training rates for U.S. Air Force during WW2. Source: 
Bohn 2016, various chapters.

   



THREE  PARTS OF STD. PROCEDURE FLYING
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• Procedures
• Checklists
• Detailed quant.

Tables/charts



SPF DID REVOLUTIONIZE U.S. TRAINING

• The need:
• Train 200,000 pilots in 4 years. 
• No time for apprenticeships; 

Mass production methods based on standardization
• Can learn SPF methods in morning, fly in the afternoon. 

Flight hours in training always a constrained resource.
• Instructors often merely best graduates of the previous class. They could not 

be masters to apprentices even if they had time. 
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BUT AFTER TRAINING, PILOTS AVOIDED SPF!

• Culture:
• Pilot pecking order: can you chase cattle? fly under that bridge? 

Run a civilian car off the road? 
• Flouting discipline is cool. “Discipline is chickenshit. ” 
• Hollywood role models: Larry Niven wouldn’t use a checklist.

• Older pilots didn’t use it. Squadron & group leaders = middle management.
• Old craft pilots outflew new SPF pilots. 
• Experienced craftspeople fly better than novice scientific pilots.

• Enforcement: Flying down Market Street in San Francisco
• Getting away with breaking the rules marked the good fighter pilots!
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1943: BOMBER PILOTS FORCED INTO SPF
• Bombing required precision, uniformity, 

synchronization.
• Assemble 18 bombers above 20,000 feet of 

clouds.
• Fly for 12 hours, under attack, without 

breaking formation or turning back
• Implementation:

• The “cowboy” commanders got shot down
• Any who survive – send them home  
• Replace with men who obey SPF rules
• Artificially assisted Darwinism

• Bombing Japan: Even more draconian
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FIGHTER PILOTS VERY DIFFERENT
• Profile of a good fighter pilots, 1944

• Lengthy, highly specialized training
• Excellent manual skills, eyesight, reflexes
• Instinctive “feel” for aircraft
• Willing to take risks, life & death stakes
• React instantly to the unexpected. 
• Unflappable, decisive, self assured to point of arrogance
• High intelligence is not desirable

• “Sometimes in error, never in doubt.” (Cassell 1987, about surgeons)
• Richard Bong as a novice fighter pilot

• Loop the Golden Gate bridge 
• Fly down Market Street, upset the mayor + chief of  police
• Why wasn’t he court-martialed? 

• Pilots fined for not pulling 5g on landing, risking a spin. 
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US NAVY SLOWER TO SWITCH
• By 1960, Air Force adopted SPF almost everywhere. 
• US Navy pilots: Key performance is landing on a 

carrier deck. At night.
• Casualties accepted as inevitable

• 25% peacetime mortality over a career
• Broken catapult link: Replace every 100 launches
• Still it breaks
• Replace every 50 launches
• Eventually replace every 10 launches (still breaks)

• 1261 F-8  supersonic jets built
• Mean time betw. accidents  409 hours
• 1106 destroyed  (88% of original fleet)
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NAVY “GOT RELIGION”

• NATOPS system
• Bottoms-up standard procedure development
• Local commanders allowed to experiment
• Annual meetings to revise procedures
• By ~1980, reached Air Force accident level. 

• (~43 years after invention of Standard Procedure Flying)
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WHEN USE CRAFT, WHEN STD
PROCEDURE? 

• “The stupid pilot followed procedures which had been outlined for him. 
The best pilot...that was beneath him, of course. 
He didn’t have to follow these checklists [procedures]. 
That was for the neophytes. 
So he went out and busted his butt someplace along the line. (LeMay)”

• It depends on level of  organizational knowledge
• Use the highest appropriate control level (craft/ procedure/ automation), 

but no higher
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IMPLICATIONS & PREDICTIONS
• Different missions (medical roles) need different approaches
• Craft methods, will be better in many idiosyncratic situations

• Example: Forceps better for the mother than Caesarean section.
• Take advantage of both.

• Everyone forgets to lower the landing gear occasionally. 
• Use heavily in training

• Standard procedures = scaffolding for learning more advanced methods
• Resistance will continue for decades. 

• Cross-organizational transfer will be slow.
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THANK YOU
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IMPLICATIONS CONTINUED

• Using written backup liberates from tyranny of memorizing everything
• Cultural shift will be needed, and  slow. “Retirement” slower in peacetime.
• Over-use and premature use  will be justifiably attacked.

• Over-optimism about level of underlying knowledge
• Premature standardization without flexibility is worse than none.

• An expert is better than a novice with a handbook.
• (Expert with a handbook is best of all)

• Biggest advantages at first may be: 
1) training novices, and 
2) building learning systems, not just
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LEARNING BY APPRENTICESHIP

After a thunderstorm, Copilot 
Gann is told to land the 
plane by himself - with a 
broken artificial horizon. 
(~1934) 

“We will now learn what it’s like to 
make real approach without an artificial 
horizon  …. Now concentrate. Forget I’m 
here.” 

Then as we start the turn for 
the final descent, which is 
always the most complicated 
and demanding in accuracy,  
...

Surgeon Gawande’s second try at inserting a 
central line ( ~1995)
I stabbed the needle in too shallow and then too deep. ... I tried one 

angle after another. Nothing worked. Then, for one brief moment, I 

got a flash of blood in the syringe, indicating I was in the vein. ... But 

... when I pulled it free I dislodged the needle from the vein. The 

patient began bleeding into her chest wall. 

After an X ray showed that I had not injured her lung, he had had me 

try again on the other side with a whole new kit. I still missed, 

however, and before I turned the patient into a pincushion he took 

over. 

2
0



MYTH OF THE FIRST CHECKLISTS
• October 1935 bomber proto crash (T)
• Pilots’ forgot to adjust new control (T)
• As a result

• Brainstormed concept of a checklist (F)
• New invention = checklists (F)
• Concept adopted by U.S. military (F)
• Held down accidents in WW II (.5T)

• Marked a new era in aviation (F, by 20 
years)
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PUSHBACK AGAINST “CHECKLISTS”: 
EXAMPLES

• Walker et al, 2012 “introducing surgical checklists is not as straightforward as 
it seems, and requires leadership, flexibility, and teamwork in a different way 
to that which is currently practiced.”

• Mitchell & Benson, BMJ 2011
• Pronovost 2009 “…widespread deployment of checklists without an 

appreciation of how or why they work is a potential threat to patients’ safety 
and to high-quality care.”

• Hartzband and Groopman, 2016. “The aim of finding the one best way 
cannot be generalized to all of medicine, least of all to many key cognitive 
tasks. Good thinking takes time, and the time pressure of Taylorism creates a 
fertile field for cognitive errors that can result in medical mistakes.”
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MD’S CONCERNS ABOUT 
“CHECKLISTS”

• Medicine is an art, not a science. 
• Humans are much more complex than aircraft
• Too rigid; no room for situation-specific adjustments.
• “Medical Taylorism”
• Standard procedure = Lowest common 

denominator

• “Checklist” terminology confusion.
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● Patient has confirmed:

 • Identity
 • Site
 • Procedure
 • Consent

● Site marked/not applicable

● Anaesthesia safety check completed

● Pulse oximeter on patient and functioning

Does patient have a known allergy?

● No

● Yes

Difficult airway/aspiration risk?

● No

● Yes, and equipment /assistance available

Risk of >500ml blood loss (7ml/kg in children)?

● No

●  Yes, and adequate intravenous access and 
fluids planned

●  Confirm all team members have introduced 
themselves by name and role

●  Surgeon, anaesthesia professional and 
nurse verbally confirm:

 • Patient
 • Site
 • Procedure

Anticipated critical events

●  Surgeon reviews: What are the critical or 
unexpected steps, operative duration,  
anticipated blood loss?

●  Anaesthesia team reviews: Are there any 
patient-specific concerns?

●  Nursing team reviews: Has sterility (including 
indicator results) been confirmed? Are there 
equipment issues or any concerns?

Has antibiotic prophylaxis been given within 
the last 60 minutes?

●  Yes

●  Not applicable

Is essential imaging displayed?

●  Yes

●  Not applicable

Nurse verbally confirms with the team:

● The name of the procedure recorded

●  That instrument, sponge and needle 
counts are correct (or not applicable)

●  How the specimen is labelled

 (including patient name)

●  Whether there are any equipment 
problems to be addressed

●  Surgeon, anaesthesia professional
and nurse review the key concerns for  
recovery and management of this patient

1 Sign In
 (Before induction of anaesthesia) 2  Time Out

(Before skin incision) 3  Sign Out
(Before patient leaves operating room)

Based on the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist, URL http://www.who.int/patientsafety/safesurgery/en, © World Health Organization 2008 All rights reserved. 
More information can be found at: http://www.who.int/patientsafety/safesurgery/using_checklist/en/index.html.a

Blue Safety ChecklistSM

   Surgical Safety



SOLUTION• Lemay: “If there is anything that is necessary on a 
bomb run it is that there be no evasive action.  Too 
many command pilots have their own special ways 
of taking over on the bomb run. ... . The lead plane 
must fly straight and level. [despite heavy flak] 
What you must do on the bomb run is to let the 
bombardiers and the [automation] take over.”

• Let the “cowboy” commanders get shot down
• Any who survive – send them home  
• Replace them with men who follow the rules (of 

SPF)
• Augmented Darwinism: select only those who use 

Standard Procedure Flying. 
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HARRY CROSBY:
NEO-CLASSICAL VS ROMANTICS
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